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SUHMARY 

The purpose of thie paper Is to Illustrate how 

the functional equation technique of the theory 

of dynamic programming may be employed to treat 

a class of varlatlonal problems with constraints./ 
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NOTES IN THE THEORY OP DYNAMIC  PROOJIAMMINO - IV: 
A VARIATIONAL PROBI£M WITH CONSTRAINTS 

by 

Richard Bellman 

§1.       Introduction 

We have.   In another place,   [5],   considered the problem of 

maximizing the functional 

(1.1) J(y)  = yj P(x.y)dt 

subject to the constraints 

(1.2) a.  dx/dt = 0(x,y), x(0) = c, 

b.  0 < y ^ x, 

using the classical techniques of the calculus of variations, 

with modifications imposed by the constraint (l.2b). 

We now wish to treat the problem using the approach of the 

theory of dynamic programming. Expositions of the techniques we 

shall employ may be found in [l], [2] or [3], and we refer to 

these works for more detailed discussion. 

The basic idea is to consider a varlational problem as a 

multi-stage decision process of continuous type.  The emphasis 

will now be upon determining y(0) as a function of c and T above, 

rather than det( «mining y as a function of t for 0 _ t ^ T. 
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We shall show how we may obtain a functional equation for 

U(c,T) - Max J(y), 
y 

and how a limiting forr. of this functional equation may be used 

to determine the  structure of the extremal  curve given certain 

simple structural properties of F(x,y)  and G(x,y). 

In order to establish these results  rigorously,  we  consider 

first  the flr.lte analogue of the varlatlonal problem above, 

namely,  the problem of maximizing 

N 
(1.3)     J({yk}) -z   F(v y^' 

where the y. are subject to the constraints 

(1.*)    a.  xk+1 - xk » Q(x^t  yk), k » 0,1,2,... ,N-1, 

This we again attack by means of the  functional equation 

approach, employing a  technique we have used repeatedly,   cf.   [l], 

L2]'   L3J•    This approach Is particularly suitable for a machine 

computation of the problem. 
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§2.      The Basic  Punctional Equation 

Let us make   the assumption that the solution to  the varla— 

tlonal problem described In  (l.l)   and  (1.2)  exists and  that y(t) 

Is a continuous  function of t  In   [p*T^   for every T ^ 0. 

We then define  the function 

(2.1) U(c,T)   - Max J(y). 
y 

Let us now proceed formally to obtain a partial differential 

equation for U on  the assumption that U has continuous partlals 

with respect  to c  and T. 

We have,  along an extremal, 

(2.2) U(c,S-T)   = jT3 F(x,y)dt   -  J^^ P(x,y)dt. 

Hence,  employing  the    principle of optlmallty",   the section of 

the  function y(t)   In   [0,S]   is determined by the equation 

(2.3) U(c,S<T)   >    Max       [ y^8 F(x,y)dt -^    /:S4T F(x,y)dt]. 
yL0,5J ' w 

Consider the  second integral  over   [S,S*Tj .    At  t   « S,  the 

value of x Is x(S)  as deterrilned  by  the differential  equation of 

(1.2a).     Since  the problem  is  independent of the  start'.nr time, 

we see  that 

(2.4) y^S+T P(x,y)dt  = U(c(S),T). 
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Hence,   (2.3)  becomes 

(2.3) U(c,Svr) -    Max     [ y"S F(x,y)dt + U(c(S),T) ] 

If we now l^t S—> + 0 and assume  the continuity of all functions 

appearing,   we obtain In the  limit t^.e oartlal differential equation 

(2.6) UT =    Max    [P(c,v)  + 0(c,v)U   1, 

where we set v = y(0) for typographical convenience. The con- 

dition 0 ^ v < c is the consequence of the restriction 0 ^ y ^ x. 

13.  Heuristic Considerationa 

Let us now see what we can deduce from (2.6) under the 

assumption that U is a positive, increasing function of T. 

This is a very natural condition to expect to be satisfied in 

a number of problems of engineering and economic origin. 

We first of all impose the conditions that F(x,y) and 

0(x,y) be concave functions of y for all x 2 7 2 ^  It foiiows 

that the function 

(3.1)    K(v) = P(c,v) 4 0(c,v)Uc 

for any fixed values of c and U will be a concave function and 

possess a single maximum, which may be at •. ^ C, v ^ c, or In 

between. 

If we assume that U is a continuous function of T, as we 

have every right to expect, we obtain the important result that 
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where the transition points T, and Tp, In general, will be 

functions of c, and may degenerate. I.e. T, = 0, T, ■ Tp or 

T2 - T. 

We see then the utility of the functional equation as a 

heuristic device for obtaining Information concerning the struc- 

ture of the solution. 

To prove these results, we have two avenues open to us.  We 

may first of all use the method of successive approximations on 

(2.6), obtaining a sequence of functions U (c,T) In the following 

way. A choice of v (c,T) subject to the Inequality 0 ^ v (c,T) ^ c, 

yields a function U (c,T) determined by the partial differential 

equation 

UoT - P<c'vo) + a<c'vo)Uoc' 

Uo(c,0) - 0 for c ^ 0. 

Having obtained U , we choose a new v^fc.T) as the function 

yielding the maximum of 

K(v,U0) - P(c,v) + 0(c,v)Uoc 

subject to 0 ^ v ^ c. The choice of v, yields In turn a 

function U, as the solution of 

U1T = K(v1,U1) 

U1(c,0) = 0 for c 2 0 
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We now continue in this fashion. 

We shall In a pubsequent paper. In a series of which [k] 

is the first, consider in detail the existence and uniqueness 

of solutions of functional equations of the form of (2.6) and 

the convergence of the successive approxinations above. 

Here we shall follow a different path and consider the 

discrete multl—sta^e process corresponding to the variational 

problem. As we noted above, a derivation of these results 

employing classical techniques is contained in [5] • 

14.  Finite Version 

Replacing the integral by a Riemann sum and the differ- 

ential equation by a difference equation, we are led in a natural 

way to consider the problem of determining the maximum of 

N 

where x,   and y,   are  related by the equations 

(4.2) xk+1 - xk   .   a(x^»y^)'   k '  0,1,2,...,N-1, 

Xo =   C' 

and y, Is restricted by the condition. 

(4.3)    0 ^ yv ^ x, , k - 0,1,2,...,N. 


































